
The Paradise Peak Clothing Optional Resort -
Caribbean

Pic Paradis Rd
Pic Paradis, French West Indies, Caribbean, St. Martin 97150
Other Countries

Phone: +590 690 76 08 09

     Discover a luxuriant environment and experience magnificent views from the top

of the enchanting island of St. Martin. With iguanas in the trees and the sound of

monkeys echoing through the valley, it's the nature lover's paradise.     Choose

between an Boutique Hotel, a private villa, and a cozy Bungalow perched on the

edge of a cliff. Each nestled amongst the trees, sitting at 400 meters (1300ft) above

sea level, in the upscale yet charming Antillean neighborhood of Pic Paradis. Away

from it all yet centrally located amongst the towns of Grand Case, Marigot, and the

clothingoptional Happy Bay beach, you can enjoy the tranquility of the mountain

while being free to explore the island.      With an ambiance as warm as our

hospitality, The Paradise Peak will have you feeling at ease from the moment you

walk in. Enjoy a continental breakfast and sunset 'Apéro' drinks on the terrace

everyday and lounge by our clothingoptional poolside and jacuzzi. The gardens are

to be explored, revealing delightful secluded resting places where time stands still. 

At The Paradise Peak, our breathtaking views and warm welcome extends to

everyone. Being previously known as ~ Villa Rainbow ~ we are famously LGBTQ
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friendly. This exclusive yet inclusive environment guarantees a time of relaxation

and friendly interaction amongst guests. Check us out at theparadisepeak.com 

Rates: $250 - $310
Owners: LGBTQ
Your Host(s): Tess & Hugh
Clientele: Everyone
Amenities: Continental Breakfast, Tub / Spa, Pool, Ice, No Smoking in Any Rooms,

Environmentally Friendly / Green, Free WiFi, WiFi, Free Internet, Internet, Air

Conditioning, Fireplace, Refrigerator, Microwave, Coffee Maker, TV, Robes, Slippers,

Hair Dryer, Iron, Ironing Board, Safety Box, No Pets, No Children, Off Street Parking
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